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ANNIE BREES
Welcome to Balance365 Life Radio, a podcast that delivers honest conversations about
food, fitness, weight, and wellness. I'm your host Annie Brees along with co founder
Jennifer Campbell. Together we have a team of personal trainers and nutritionists who
coach thousands of women daily and are on a mission to help women feel happy,
healthy, and confident in their bodies on their own terms. Join us here every week as we
discuss hot topics pertaining to our physical, mental and emotional well being with
amazing guests. Enjoy.

ANNIE
Hello, my friends, thank you so much for stopping by the Balance365 Life Radio
Podcast. If you've been around for a while, you know that Jen and I typically release a
new episode every Wednesday. Last Wednesday, we took a pause and we took that
time to deeply reflect on the ongoing discrimination and racial injustices happening not
just in the US but across the globe. We took that time to reflect on how our silence has
contributed to the problem and what changes we can make in our personal and
professional lives to positively impact change.
One of the many changes that Jen and I are committed to making is actively featuring
black women on our podcast, blog and social media. So on that note, this week, we are
sharing six health and wellness empowerment podcasts hosted by black women. So,
instead of spending the next hour with us, we strongly encourage you to check out the
amazing content created by these amazing women.

ANNIE
The first one we dig: Food is not Bae with Dr. Ebony Butler. Dr. Ebony is a licensed
psychologist and on a mission to share information that inspires you to create healthy
relationships with food and your body. Sounds familiar, right? You can find Dr. Ebony
sharing her expertise on topics like overcoming food anxiety, black woman's sexuality
and self care.

ANNIE
We also love the Balanced Black Girl with Lestraundra “Les” Alfred. This podcast is
dedicated to as she says, reinventing wellness for women of color. You can find Les
chatting about stress management, breaking unhealthy relationship cycles and black
maternal health.



ANNIE
We also enjoy Therapy for Black Girls. The Therapy for Black Girls podcast is a weekly
chat about all things mental health and personal development. Host Dr. Joy Harden
Bradford is a licensed psychologist and offers practical tips and strategies to improve
your mental health, discusses the latest news and trends in mental health, pulls back
the curtain on what happens in therapy sessions and answers listener questions.

ANNIE
We also enjoy Truth be Told. Truth be Told host Tonya Mosley takes on listener
questions and offers unfiltered advice digging into what it really means to not just
survive but thrive as a person of color in our country. If Miss Manners tells you how to
blend in and behave, Truth be Told helps you be you in a world that doesn't always want
you to be.

ANNIE
We also love the She Leads Podcast: Leadership Empowerment for Women of Color
with Nicole Walker. She Leads podcast contains leadership insight, personal
experiences and business expertise from leading women of color entrepreneurs. You
can find Nicole and her guests talking about self discovery, self leadership and mindset.

ANNIE
And lastly, we have Black Women Rising. This amazing podcast uses each episode to
highlight the accomplishments and contributions of African American women in this
country. The mission of this podcast is to publicize the ups and downs of being black
woman in America while building a stronger community of link stories. You can join host
Jessica Davis as she interviews CEOs, artists, software engineers and military
personnel, among many other women.

ANNIE
Part of your own health and wellness journey is understanding that the woman standing
next to you is having a very different experience in her body and in her life compared to
yours. Learning about the experiences of other women is crucial to making necessary
and sustainable change not only within ourselves, but also within our culture. These are
just a few of the podcasts we know and love right now. But you can be sure that we will
have more suggestions and we'll be featuring more diverse voices on the Balanced365
Life Radio podcast going forward. Thank you for listening.


